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Petsafe basic remote trainer manual

Before putting the collar on the dog, briefly touch two red paper dots (one on the receiver and one on the transmitter) to turn on the collar. ON - Short solid green lights and tones indicate that the collar is on and ready to use. The green light flashes while the color is on. OFF - Short solid red lights and tones indicate that the collar is off. The transmitter magnet, indicated by a red
paper point, activates the receiv-er ON/OFF switch indicated by a red paper point. Step 3 Turn on and off color 2 Match component step 1 Power up Quick Start Guide BT-502A Transmitter: Insert the 12v buttery on the transmitter posi (+) side. Replace the metal cap. DOG 1 Receiver: Insert the 6v battery into the positive (+) side of the receiver. Replace the metal cap. The
receiver LED starts flashing amber. After installing the receiver buttery, press the 1-LOW button on the dog 1 row of the transmitter within 30 seconds. Components now work together. You may want to set the tone mode before working with the dog. See Setting/Changing Tone Mode. Dog 2 Receiver Invisible Technologies Repeat Procedure, Inc.1-800-826-5527w.innotek.net
2100237-2Step 4 Adjust the proper fit of the collar: the fit of the collar should be snug and should be loose enough to fit one finger between the strap and the dog's neck. Fit is important because loose collars can make performance inconsistent. You can remove the length of the extra strap in three numbers. 1. 2 Dog Basic Trainer WE CARE. CALL US FIRST.1-800-826-5527
Limited Lifetime Warranty Invisible Technology assures original retail buyers that Innotek branded products will be free from material and workmanship defects under normal use for one year from the date of original retail purchase. This limited warranty is excluded: accidental damage by dogs; lightning damage when innotek lightning protection components are not in use (ground
pet fencing system tem). Or neglect, change or misuse. Invigible Technologies offers multiple product replacement options during the warranty period. If you need service, call 1-800-826-5527 to discuss the service plan that best meets your needs. The cost depends on the processing time and desired shipping options. Do not return this product to a retailer. One year after the
original retail purchase date, we repair, replace or upgrade the product at a constant rate based on the components. Invisible Technologies will not be liable for any incidental or consequential damages a result of the use of the Product, or for any damage caused by defects, failures or malfunctions of the Product, whether the claim is due to warranty, contract, negligence or other
reasons. Free professional training support Additional behavior or training issues? Looking for the best way to get a dog with a good line?Support the hotline at 1-800-364-3362 and speak with experts at Dogster Training. Innaughtw.partnersinbehavior.com logo, Free Spirit is a registered trademark of Invigible Technologies, Inc. Other product and service names are the property of
their respective owners. In © 2004, The Full Power of Invigible Technologies, Inc. reserved 1 2 1 3 3 4 Important Safeguards 1. Follow all the warnings in this manual. 2. Electronic dog collars are intended only for the use of dogs. Do not use this product for purposes not specifically described in this document. 3. If you have reason to believe that your dog pose a danger to others,
harm yourself, or have a negative effect after receiving stimulation from this training system, you should not rely solely on this product to train your dog. 4. Do not leave the collar on the dog for more than 12 hours a day. 5. If the collar is on top of the dog, do not follow the setup procedure. 6. Monitor the system before use and after configuration changes to verify that the unit is
operating properly. 7. Do not use this system if you suspect that the battery of a handheld transmitter or color receiver is low. 8. Keep out of reach of children. 9. Your dog will not respond to the basic trainer: A. You train the dog and take advantage of the training tips section of this manual. B. The transmitter has an actuation battery and the collar receiver is an actuation battery. It
has C. The color receiver is synchronized to receive messages from the handheld transmitter. The collar receiver is properly dressed by the dog. The color receiver is adjusted so that the probe touches the dog's skin. 10. Recognize that individual dogs have a unique temperament, so there is no way to know how your dog will react to its introduction to the basic trainer. For the
safety of your dog, the first training should be done using a long lead to control the situation. We also recognize that aggressive dogs can defy handlers when they receive stimulation. Therefore, if you feel that your dog has an aggressive temperament or has a history of aggressive behavior, you should consult a certified animal behaviorist before using this product. 11. Read all
instructions before using this product. If you have any questions or concerns after reading this information, please contact your local INNOTEK service center. De Bediensanweissungen 9 Es Instrumentucciones de Uso 17 Fr Mode Denproy 27 Istorzioni di Fanzionamento 35 Ne Gejulux Handle 43 1 2100230-2_fs-15emanual .qxp 11/3/2005 1005:33 AM Page 1 1 2 PS 3 4 5 6 7 7 8
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